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ABSTRACT
This research aims at discussing the effective performances of Power System Stabilizer (PSS) and Static Synchronous
Compensator (STATCOM) considered separately in damping oscillations on the 330KV North-Central network of Nigerian
grid system. The result of this study reveals a better damping controller between the PSS and STATCOM. Placement of the
STATCOM was done optimally using GA, whereas the location of the PSS in requisite generator is determined by eigenvalues
analysis and damping coefficient. Simulations were carried out using PSAT to evaluate the performance of the PSS and
STATCOM in damping oscillations of North-Central network of Nigeria 330KV grid system. By simulation, it was observed
that the damping effect of PSS was limited to the swings of the generator and has little or no effect on the inter-area
oscillations while STATCOM has pronounced effect on damping the inter-area oscillations.
Keywords: Oscillations, Damping, PSS, STATCOM, Grid system, PSAT.

1. INTRODUCTION
Generator output is usually decided by the turbine
mechanical torque, which could be altered by excitation
value transiently. This alteration is associated with some
disturbances in the form of power swing/oscillations that
are usually unwanted. In interconnected large electric
power systems, there have been always unwanted
spontaneous system oscillations at very low frequencies in
order of 0.2-2.0Hz (KUNDUR, 1994). There is need to
damp the unwanted power swing by changing output
power, controlling the excitation value and reducing the
power oscillation in order to have a stable system. The
stability of electrical power can most simply be defined as
its ability to continue in a stable operation after some
disturbances.
The emergence of Power System Stabilizer (PSS) brought
some relief in power swing problems. Power utilities
worldwide have been using PSS as effective excitation
controllers to enhance the system stability (Abido, 2009).
However, there have been problems experienced with PSS
over the years of operation worldwide. Some of these
problems were due to the limited capability of PSS in
damping only local modes of electromechanical
oscillations. Furthermore, PSS can cause great variations
in the voltage profile under severe disturbances and they
may even result in leading power factor operation and
losing stability (Eriksson, 2008).
The advent of power electronics gave rise to the
development of Flexible Alternating Current Transmission
Systems (FACTS) devices that effectively damp
oscillations by circuits combined with the control

strategies prominent in the modern control systems.
FACTS devices have been produced to have a significant
impact on the improvement of overall power systems
performance. Shunt FACTS controllers, such as Static Var
Compensator (SVC) and Static Synchronous Compensator
(STATCOM), are capable of effectively damping power
swing mode oscillation (Mitsubishi Electric, 2001).
Many researchers have meaningfully contributed on this
issue of mitigating power swing oscillations in some
network(s) worldwide using PSS and FACTS controllers
as discussed below:
Mithulananthan, et al (2001), researched on the direct
correlation between typical electromechanical oscillations
in power systems and Hopf bifurcations, so that Hopf
bifurcation theory can be used to design remedial measures
to resolve oscillation problems. A placement technique
was proposed to identify and rank suitable locations for
placing shunt FACTS controllers, for the purpose of
oscillation control. In the case of Robak, et al (2003), they
did a comparative study on the power system stability
enhancement using PSS and UPFC with Lyapunov-based
controllers. The PSS constitutes a supplementary loop to
the Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR) and UPFC
controller. The robustness of both proposed controllers
was proved. It was also shown that the proposed
controllers used local available measurements to execute
the derived control strategy and could be easily applied to
power system. Bamasak and Abido (2005) researched on
the power system stability enhancement via PSS and
STATCOM-based stabilizer when applied independently.
They also investigated coordinated application and added a
supplementary damping controller to the STATCOM AC
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voltage control loop to improve STATCOM power
oscillation damping. However, this researched work
discusses the performance evaluation of PSS and
STATCOM on oscillation damping of the North-central
330kV network of Nigerian grid system.

energy is transmitted either by the 330kV transmission
lines or 132kV transmission lines across the country. But
the description and analysis of the North-Central Nigerian
grid system will be limited to the 330kV transmission lines
in this research work. The 330 kV lines are constructed to
have double circuits though on separate towers for
reliability and more power transmission capacity. North
central network is a subsection of the Nigeria national
330KV lines power grid composed of Niger, Kebbi,
Kaduna and Abuja (FCT). This network has three
generating stations located at Shiroro, Jebba and Kainji all
in Niger state. Also the network has four load centres as
shown in figure 1.

2. BRIEF OVERVIEW OF NORTHCENTRAL NIGERIAN GRID SYSTEM
The rising demand of electricity in this country has
resulted into building many power stations in different
locations around the country. The power generated would
have to be transmitted to different load centres’ in the
country through the national grid. The bulk of electric
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Figure 1. The existing North Central 330kV network of Nigerian grid system.

3. MODELLING OF POWER SYSTEMS,
PSS AND STATCOM
In general, power systems are modelled by a set of
differential and algebraic equations
(DAE), i.e


X  f ( x, y ,  ,  )
0  g ( x, y ,  ,  )

(1)

Where
is a vector of state variables associated
with the dynamic states of generators, loads, and other
system controllers;
is a vector of algebraic

variables associated with steady-state variables resulting
from neglecting fast dynamics (e.g. some generating
sources, most load voltage phasor magnitudes and angles);
is a set of uncontrollable parameters, such as
variations in active and reactive power of loads
(parameters that drive the system to collapse); and
is a set of controllable parameters such as tap and AVR
settings, or controller reference voltages. Based on
equation (1), we may define the collapse point under the
influence of some certain assumptions, as the equilibrium
point where the related system Jacobian is singular, i.e.,
the point
where:

 f (x , y ,  , 
 g(x , y ,  , 


)
 F (z ,  ,  )  0
) 
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And its Jacobian has a zero eigenvalue (or zero singular
value) (Ca izares, 1995; Nwohu, 2009). Power system
models are typically detected by monitoring the
eigenvalues of matrix say A as the system parameters ( ,
) change (Mithulananthan, et al, 1999).

4. POWER
MODEL

SYSTEM

STABILIZER

Power System Stabilizers are typically used for damping
power system oscillations. All models accept as input
signals the rotor speed ω, the active power Pg and the bus
voltage magnitude Vg of the generator to which the PSS is
connected through the automatic voltage regulator. The
PSS output signal is the state variable vs, which modifies
the reference voltage vref of the AVR. The output signal vs
is subjected to an anti-windup limiter and its dynamic is
given by a small time constant Tϵ = 0.001s2 (PSAT, 2005).

vsmax

vSI

T1s 2  T3 s  1
T2 s 2  T4 s  1

Ts
K 
T s 1

1
T s  1

vs

vsmin
Figure 2. Power system stabilizer Type III

The PSS Type III is depicted in Figure 2, and is described
by the equations:


v1    K vSI  v1  T


v 2  a1v3  a2  K vSI  v1 


v3  v2  a3v3  a4  K vSI  v1 

(3)

power system. The installed device can have a fuel cell or
photovoltaic power generation or energy storage unit
integrated into the power grid, which will be connected to
the device through the dc capacitor by a dc-dc converter
(Sedghisigarchi and Feliachi, 2004; Tan et al., 2004; Arabi
and Kundur, 2001; CIGRE report, 1999). Hence the
connection of the devices into the power system could
have different impacts on power system oscillation
stability.
The commonly-used dynamic equations of the generator
for the study of power system oscillation stability are (Yu,
1983).



T
v s   v2  3  K vSI  v1   vs  T
T4
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a1 

T
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1
T4
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     1
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T4 
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 Pm  Pt  D   1 
M
 '
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E q  '   Eq  E fd 
Td 0
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T4 
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5. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF A
STATCOM ON A SINGLE MACHINE
INFINITE BUS NETWORK

where : Vt  V1

A single-machine infinite-bus power system is shown by
Figure 3, where a shunt-connected device STATCOM is

Eq  Eq '  ( xd  xd ' )i1d

installed at bus bars. V c , at the ac terminal of the device is
controlled by the modulation ratio m and the phase ψ
respectively so as to regulate the exchange of active and
reactive power between the device and the rest of the

(4)

Pt  v1d i pd  v1qi pq  xqi pqi pd  ( Eq'  xd 'i1d )isq  Eq 'i1q  ( xq  xd )i1d i1q
Vt  vtd 2  vtq 2  ( xqi1sq )2  ( Eq '  xd 'i1d )2
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Figure 3. A power system embedded with a shunt-connected STATCOM device

From Figure 3 it can have

q

V 1  jx1 I p  V s

V2

V s  jxs I s  V C

jX 2 I 2

(5)



V s  V 2  jx2 I P  I s



Vs
jX S I S

jX 1 I

Equations 5 now give





jxs I s  V c  V 2  jx2 I p  I s
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I

Ip
S

Figure 4. Phasor diagram of power system of Figure 3

STATCOM dynamic equation is
(7)



V dc 


V dc
From phasor diagram of Figure 4, in the d-q coordinate of
the generator the ac voltage at the VSC terminal is
(CIGRE report, 1999).

V c  mkVdc  cos  j sin   mkVdc 

(8)

where k is the converter ratio dependent of VSC structure
and Vdc is the dc voltage across the capacitor Cdc in Figure
3. Active power received by the STATCOM from the
power system is

Vdc I dc  isd vcd  isqvcq  isd mkVdc cos  isq mkVdc sin

(9)

Hence

I dc  isd mk cos  isq mk sin

d
I2

In d-q coordinate of the generator, as shown by Figure 3,
from Equation (6) it can be obtained that

x2
 xs  x2  i pq   Vc cos  V2 sin  


x '  x  x

 x2   isq  
V2 sin 

 q 1 2
x2
 xs  x2  i pd  Vc sin  V2 cos  



'
x '  x  x
 x2   isd   Eq  V2 cos  
 d 1 2

p

V1





(6)

Vc

(10)

1
1
I dc 
I dc
Cdc
Cdc

(11)

1

 isd mk cos  isq mk sin 
Cdc

STATCOM ac and dc voltage control functions are

m  m  Kac (s) Vs  Vsref



(12)

    K dc ( s) Vdc  Vdcref 

(13)

   

where Kac(s) and Kdc(s) is the transfer function of
STATCOM ac and dc voltage controller respectively.
Eq.(4), (7) and (11)-(13) give the mathematical model of
the power system with the embedded STATCOM,
including the mathematical description of its dynamic and
control function by Eq.(12) and (13).
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For the analysis in the following section, an explicit
mathematical description of active power delivered along
the transmission line from the generator in Figure 3 needs
to be established. This is presented as follows.

Comparing Equations (15) and (16) it can be seen that the
power system with the STATCOM of Figure 3 is
electrically equivalent to a power system without the
STATCOM with an equivalent line reactance to be x and

jx2
x2
V2
Vs 
Ip 
Vc 
x
x
 x 
1 2
1 2
xs 1  2 
xs
xs
 xs 

voltage at the infinite bus bar to be V a . Hence by
replacing x1 and V in Equations (17) and (18) by x and Va
respectively, and therefore the active power delivered
along the transmission line in the power system of Figure
3 can be deduced, thus

(14)

That gives

xx 
x
x
V 1  jx1 I p  V s  j  x1  s 2  I p  2 V c  s V 2  jxI p  V a (15)
xs  x2 
xs  x2
xs  x2


P1 

Eq' Va
x

Where
Where,


xx 
x   x1  s 2 
xs  x2 

xs
x2
Va 
Vc 
V 2  aV c  bV 2
xs  x2
xs  x2

'
d

sin  
'

V 2  xq  xd' 
'
d  q

2x x

 ' is the angle between Eq'

sin 2 '

and V a and

xd'   x  xd'

(20)

xq  x  xq
q

For a single-machine infinite-bus power system without
the STATCOM the following voltage equation holds

line, I p is the line current and V is the voltage at the
infinite bus bar. Thus the active power delivered along the
transmission line is

P1 

Eq' V
xd' 

sin  

'

(16)

x1 is the equivalent reactance of the transmission

Where,

q
E

V 1  jx1 I p  V

(19)

V 2  xq  xd' 
2 xd'  xq
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d

Figure 5. Phasor diagram

sin 2

(17)

Where, δ is the angle (load angle) between Eq' (q axis of

From phasor diagram of Figure 5, equation (16) is
deduced.

Va sin  '  bV2 sin   aVc cos

(21)

the generator) and V and

Va cos  '  bV2 cos   aVc sin

xd'   x1  xd'

Hence, from Equations (19), (20) and (21) the following
equation is obtained.

(18)

xq  x1  xq

P1 


Eq'
xd' 

Eq' Va
xd' 

where,

 bV2 sin   aVc cos 

x


q

 xd' 

xd'  xq

 bV2 sin   aVc cos  bV2 cos   aVc sin 
(22)

 bV2 sin   aVc cos 

Vc  mkVdc
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6. EIGENVALUE ANALYSIS
The stability of operating point may be analyzed by
studying the eigenvalues. The operating point is stable if
all of the eigenvalues are on the left-hand side of the
imaginary axis of the complex plane, otherwise it is
unstable. If any of the eigenvalues appear on or to the right
of this axis, the corresponding modes are said to be
unstable, as is the system.
The eigenvalues are calculated for the state matrix A ,
which are the non-trivial solutions of the equation
(Graham, 2000)

A  

(23)

where, Ф is the right eigenvector of the state matrix A
and is n by 1 vector. Quite similarly, the n-row vector Ψ
which satisfies

A  

(24)

is called the left eigenvector associated with the eigenvalue
. Rearranging (23) to solve for yields the characteristic
equation of matrix A given as

det  A  I   0

(25)

and the values of
which satisfy the characteristic
equation are the eigenvalues of state matrix A. These
eigenvalues may be real or complex, and are of the form,
= σ ± jω. The real part of the eigenvalues gives the
damping while the imaginary part computes the frequency
of oscillation. If the real eigenvalue is negative, the mode
decays over the time. The larger the magnitude of the
mode, the quicker it decays. But, on the other hand, if the
real eigenvalue is positive, the mode is said to have a
periodic instability (Snyder, 1997).
If state matrix A is real, the complex eigenvalues always
occur in conjugate pairs. The conjugate pair complex
eigenvalues (σ ± jω) correspond to an oscillatory mode. A
pair with a positive σ represents an unstable oscillatory
mode since these eigenvalues yield an unstable time
response of the system. In contrast, a pair with a negative
σ represents a desired stable oscillatory mode. Eigenvalues
associated with an unstable or poorly damped oscillatory
mode are called dominant modes since their contribution
dominates the time response of the system. The damped
frequency of the oscillation in Hertz is given by:

f 


2

(26)



 2  2

7. LOCATION OF PSS
The location of PSS was based on the dominant
eigenvalues and their damping coefficients. As earlier
established, the damping coefficient must not be less than
5% or 0.05. Also, for it to be stable all the real eigenvalues
must be on the left hand side of the real axis of a complex
plane. The PSAT model figure 6 was simulated and the
results obtained are in table 5. From table 5 modes
associated to machine 3 (e1q_Syn_3, vr3_Exc_3) appear
to have a far less damping ratio of -0.011117787 and the
eigenvalues are located on the positive side of the complex
plane. Hence it appears to be the best candidate as against
machine 1 and 2.

8. OPTIMAL
STATCOM
ALGORITHM

PLACEMENT
OF
USING
GENETIC

The objective function considered is maximization of
losses.
Losses in power is defined as

LOSSES  Rt

P
i

2

 Qi2 

Vi

(28)

2

Where Rt = sum of the resistances of all lines associated to
bus i, Pi = active power of bus i.
Qi = reactive power of bus i and Vi = voltage profile of bus i.

The idea is to locate the bus that has the highest losses
which could be considered as the optimal point for placing
the device STATCOM. This will include only load buses
for STATCOM placement.
A GA based optimization in a MATLAB environment was
performed on the case study to determine the optimal point
of placing STATCOM. For optimal location of the device,
the bus that returns the highest power losses was
considered as most suitable bus for locating the device and
Cross over=0.25, mutation =1% were considered for 72
generations. After optimization, bus 6 was returned as the
best candidate for placement of STATCOM.

9. THE MODEL OF THE CASE STUDY IN
PSAT ENVIRONMENT

and the damping factor (or damping ratio) is given by

 

The oscillatory modes having damping ratio less than 3%
are said to be critical. However, a power system is
considered to be well damped if the damping for all
eigenvalues is greater than 5%.

(27)

The North-Central Nigerian network is presently modelled
as 9 buses fed by 3 hydro generating stations. Table 1
gives the capacity of the three stations as at 2004. In this
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work, power system analysis tool box a version of power
simulation software: PSAT 1.3.4 is used in running the

load flow of the North-Central Nigerian Grid network.

Figure 6. North-Central zone of the 330KV Nigeria grid system with STATCOM
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Figure 7. North-Central zone of the 330KV Nigeria grid system with PSS

The results obtained on the performance of power system
with the placement of STATCOM and PSS in the NorthCentral zone of the 330KV Nigeria grid system are shown
in the tables. The installation of STATCOM and PSS, have
been studied for the optimal location decided by GA and
Eigenvalues analysis respectively.

10. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
The case study which is a 9bus 330KV North-Central
network of the Nigeria grid system with fault located at
bus 9 was simulated in PSAT. The PSAT models
simulated were figure 6, figure 7. Power flow was first
solved by running PSAT simulation with which we
obtained the results in table 2. Eigenvalue analysis was
later run and the results of interest where obtained as
shown in tables 3 to 4. Time Domain Simulations was
performed and the result obtained is as shown in figure 8.
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Table 1. The Electricity Power Stations in North-Central of Nigeria Grid (PHCN)

S/n

Power
Stations

Year Commissioned

Type/Fuel
used

Installed
Capacity
(MW)

No. of
Turbines

% in
National
Grid

1

Kainji

1968

Hydro

760

8

12

Available
capacity as at
30/12/2003
(MW)
410

2

Jebba

1986

Hydro

578

6

9

540

3

Shiroro

1990

Hydro

600

4

10

600

Source: PHCN [formerly called, NEPA] NEWS bulletin (2004).

Table 2. Active and Reactive power magnitude of the case study network

Bus no.

Without controller

With STATCOM

With PSS

1

-6.313

-6.3122

-6.313

2

4.5

4.5

4.5

3

4.9

4.9

4.9

6

0.603

0.60408

0.603

7

0.086

0.086

0.086

8

0.615

0.615

0.615

9
Total

1.662
6.053

1.662
6.05488

1.662
6.053

Table 3. Eigenvalues analysis of the case study network without controller

Most Associated States
vm_Exc_1, vr1_Exc_1

Dominant Values
-24.5645±12.523

omega_Syn_3, delta_Syn_3

-1.5741±11.0661

e1q_Syn_3, vr3_Exc_3

0.10235±9.2054

e1q_Syn_1, vr3_Exc_2

-1.0636±7.2552

e1q_Syn_2, vf_Exc_1

1.0292±4.4907

Damping ratio
0.890907
0.140828
-0.011118
0.145048
0.223393

Table 4. Eigenvalues analysis of the case study network with STATCOM

Most Associated States
vm_Exc_1, vr1_Exc_1

Dominant Values
-24.6081±12.4858

Damping ratio

delta_Syn_3, omega_Syn_3

-1.4207±11.0422

e1q_Syn_3, vr3_Exc_3

-0.17106±8.9768

0.019052

e1q_Syn_1, vr3_Exc_2

-1.1512±6.936

e1q_Syn_2, vf_Exc_1

-1.0267±4.4896

0.163735
0.222929

0.891777
0.127609

Table 5. Eigenvalues analysis of the case study network with PSS

Most Associated States

Dominant Values

vm_Exc_1, vr1_Exc_1

-24.5638±12.5229

omega_Syn_3, delta_Syn_3

-0.15279±12.2268

Damping ratio
0.890904
0.012495
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e1q_Syn_1, e1q_Syn_3

-0.95944±8.4542

0.112763

e1q_Syn_1, vr3_Exc_2

-0.93578±7.3188

0.126827

e1q_Syn_2, vf_Exc_1

-1.0594±4.4797

0.230141

11. ACTIVE POWER

12. EIGENVALUES ANALYSIS

Table 2 shows how the introduction of STATCOM into
the network improved the active power from 6.053p.u. to
6.05488p.u. As for PSS there was no difference with the
original network.

Table 3 provides the eigenvalues and damping ratio of the
most unstable modes. With STATCOM optimally placed
at bus6, table 4 shows how the damping ratio of the
network has been improved tremendously and the
eigenvalues have been shifted to the left hand side of the
complex plane, hence increasing the stability of the
system. With PSS at generator 3, table 5 shows that there
was significant improvement of the damping ratio and the
unstable eigenvalues moved to stable region but not as
effective as that of STATCOM on table 4.

Figure 8 shows the effects of PSS and STATCOM in
damping oscillations of the active power on the buses.
STATCOM has improved the network performance better
than PSS.
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Figure 8. The Active power profile of the case study network
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13. CONCLUSIONS
In this study of the Performance Evaluation of PSS and
STATCOM in damping oscillations of the case study
network was discussed. STATCOM was shown to have
improved the active power profile of the system, reduced
active power losses and restored the system stability from
instability better than PSS. STATCOM has been proven to
be of better ability in damping oscillations when compared
to PSS.
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